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\r y gear, we ask the citg's doctors one question:
^ x love done to a local doctor other than yourself,

them?" Here are the results.

u had to refer a
bm would you refer
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What made you pursue medicine? I enjoy healing people and improving

quality of life. Most memorable patient: A 14-yr old girl who survived a

fall from a horse-even after losing 80%of her liver and 90% of her

bicod. I took care of her as a second-year resident in 1972. Healthiest

habit: Playing tennis regularly and playing with my four Grandchildren.

The one traditional piece of medical advice you don't follow: Take

enough vacations to rest and relax. Secret talent: Playing chess.

Favorite color of scrubs: Blue. What makes you squeamish? Nothing
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WHy MEDICINE/THIS SPECIALTY? When I was doing my internship at the University of

Massachusetts I saw many patients dying of blood clots. I thought [vascular surgery] would

be fascinating because you would see the results immediately. You could prevent blood clots,

strokes, etc...

MOST REWARDING ASPECT? If I had to do it all over again, I would do the same thing. Both of

my kids went to medical school. I get to see so many patients with different kinds of problems.

I listen to them and get to help them. You get rewarded so much more than in the monetary

sense.

DESCRIBE /OUR BEDSIDE MANNER: 1 tell my children and staff—any patient that comes into

the hospital, they are sick, hurt... You must listen [in order to] help the patients. You must

listen to understand not only the physical illness, but also something about their background,

their history. Make sure that they understand what your recommendations arc, and that they're

following the recommendations. Luckily I'm in the specialization where the patients are pretty

happy. It's worth it. Someday, we'll all be patients.

ONE THING yOU WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE ABOUT MEDICINE? The out of control medical

malpractice lawsuits, and the amount of paperwork in the offices. The biggest headaches come

from the insurance companies, although some insurance companies are trying to help us. We

also need more training for office help. Many, many times there's a shortage of people and we

have to train them.

WHAT DO yOU DO TO RELAX? I love to play tennis.'I had a tennis court in my backyard before

1 had any furniture in my house. My daughter played in the NCAA championships three years

in a row.

MANTRA/MOTTO: Listen to patients...listen, listen please. It's the biggest complaint I get from

patients—their doctors do not listen to them.

MOST MARKED CHARACTERISTIC? My patience and persistence. I don't give up easily if there's

a problem.

ASPECT THAT WOULD MAKE yOU QUIT TOMORROW? Right now, I'm enjoying my practice so

much...l can't imagine what would make me quit. Maybe if I had a health problem. Other than

that I don't have any plans to quit.

IF yOU WEREN'T A DOCTOR, WHAT WOULD yOU BE DOING? I'd be an oceanographer. I love na-

ture and natural beauty. I always tell [my family], "I'm in heaven and peace when I'm in nature."

OPEN MIC: I love Albuquerque weather. You can't beat this weather! As far as Internal medicine

goes, you can get a bargain education here! UNM has been great to me.
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Your most memorable patient? "A 14-year-old girl who survived a fall
from a horse after losing 80 percent of her liver and 90 percent of her
blood. I took care of her as a second-year surgical resident in 1972."

What's your funniest story from training? "When I first came to the
U.S. and started working in the emergency room, a patient complained
of'butterflies in her stomach.' I asked how she swallowed the butterflies.
A senior nurse immediately advised me that it was slang for nausea."

My patients would never guess that... "I get upset when I have to
make them wait for too long (due to emergencies, I sometimes do
not have any choice)."

Your healthiest habit? "Playing tennis and other daily exercises."

Your unhealthiest habit? "Not taking more time off work."

How many hours do you work per week? "Too many."
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